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Abstract 
This paper deals with the operation of ring authomorphisms of string algebras on the cor- 
responding Auslander-Reiten quiver. Given an arbitrary ring automorphism, its action on each 
family of 1 -tubes, when considered separately, is determined. In case that the string algebra is do- 
mestic, this yields a complete description of the simultaneous action of every ring automorphism 
on all finitely generated modules. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS c.lussificution; 16W20; 16G70; 16D90 
1. Introduction 
A key problem in representation theory is to describe the category of finitely gen- 
erated modules over a finite-dimensional K-algebra A. A first step into this direction 
is given by the determination of the Auslander-Reiten quiver corresponding to A. This 
quiver yields a description of the indecomposable A-modules and the irreducible mor- 
phisms between them. If A is of finite representation type, the whole module category 
is determined by the Auslander-Reiten quiver. If A is tame, however, not all morphisms 
can be obtained from irreducible morphisms and isomorphisms. 
The knowledge of the automorphisms of the algebra A itself is a further step to 
improve the understanding of the structure of A. By Morita’s theorems, any autoequiv- 
alence of the category of finitely generated modules over A is naturally isomorphic to 
a ring automorphism of A. If, additionally, the autoequivalence respects the K-linearity 
of the homomorphisms, it is even isomorphic to a K-algebra automorphism of A. 
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Although it seems to be natural to look at the automorphisms of a finite-dimensional 
K-algebra, there exist only few results so far, which deal with this subject. Even for 
local algebras the full description of the automorphisms is still an open problem. 
In this article, automorphisms of string algebras, which are certain special biserial 
algebras, are studied. For string algebras there exists a complete description of the 
indecomposable modules and of the Auslander-Reiten quiver (cf. [2, 71). Additionally, 
the morphisms between the indecomposable modules are given in [3, 41. 
The approach to describe the automorphisms of string algebras is the following: 
Given an arbitrary ring automorphism u of a string algebra ,4, we want to describe 
the operation of g on the indecomposable /l-modules, i.e. on the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of A. The possible operations on all components except the l-tubes have al- 
ready been described in [I]: For every 0 there exists a quiver automorphism 4 of the 
quiver of /1, which can be extended to a K-algebra automorphism of A, such that o(M) 
and 4(M) are isomorphic for all indecomposable /l-modules M which do not lie in 
1 -tubes. 
The main result of this article establishes the possible operations on the l-tubes: If K 
is algebraically closed, the modules lying in l-tubes correspond to l-parameter families 
of so-called bands where the parameters either lie in K \ {0}, or in K, or in K U {co}. 
Thus, the parameter sets can always be identified with subsets of the projective line 
P’(K). Consider a ring automorphism o of n with corresponding quiver automorphism 
4 as above. Then there exists a field automorphism IC of K and, for each band B, there 
exists an automorphism pa of the projective line P’(K) such that the band modules 
@JtB, 2, m)) and #WV, &K(L)), m)) are isomorphic for all 1 and m. In other 
words, if 0 operates trivially on all components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver which 
are not l-tubes, then 0 operates on each parameter family corresponding to some band B 
as the composition of a field automorphism K of K and an automorphism ~5 of P’(K). 
Note that the field automorphism IC is independent of B, whereas the automorphism pB 
depends on B. Furthermore, the automorphism pi of P’(K) must map the parameter 
family corresponding to B onto itself. 
Given these possible operations, the natural question is, whether all these possible 
operations are indeed realized by some ring automorphism of A. Since the quiver 
automorphism 4 induces a K-algebra automorphism of /i, and since we show that 
every field automorphism IC of K can be extended to a ring automorphism of A, we 
only have to deal with the maps us. Looking at the bands more closely, we discover 
that for some string algebras n there exist certain bands BO such that for every ring 
automorphism of A the induced map pso is trivial. For all other bands B, however, 
we show that, if we look at each such band B separately, then there exists for every 
PB a ring automorphism dg Of n such that aB maps M(B, &m) isomorphically to 
#(M(B,ps(lc(l)),m)) for all E, and m. On the other hand, if we look at all bands B 
simultaneously and choose for each band B a map ps which can be realized separately, 
then examples show that the maps PB cannot be chosen independently of each other 
to yield the operation of a ring automorphism of /1. In other words, there exist certain 
choices of the maps ps which cannot simultaneously occur in the operation of any ring 
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automorphism of ,4. However, in case that /i is domestic, the situation is different. Here 
we show that every choice of the maps pe can be realized as the simultaneous operation 
of a single ring automorphism of A. Thus for domestic string algebras, all possible 
and all actually occurring operations of ring automorphisms on the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver are fully described. 
After introducing string algebras and giving the precise definition of the indecom- 
posable modules in Section 2, the main result is proven in Section 3. In this section 
we also prove the result for domestic string algebras. 
Throughout this article, K denotes an algebraically closed field. All algebras are 
finite dimensional K-algebras, all modules are finitely generated left modules. n-mod 
denotes the category of finitely generated /i-modules. Maps are written on the left, but 
maps are composed as if they were written on the right. 
2. String algebras and their indecomposable modules 
Let /i be a finite-dimensional K-algebra such that the corresponding basic algebra is 
monomial. This means that the basic algebra of ii has the form KL?“P/I for a unique 
finite quiver .9 and some admissible ideal I generated by paths (“monomials”). Here, 
an admissible ideal generated by paths denotes an ideal I of the path algebra KP’ 
which is generated by paths of length at least 2 such that all paths of length n are 
contained in I, for some n. 
il is said to be a string algebra if, additionally, its basic algebra KP’/Z has the 
following properties: 
(1) Any vertex of 9 is starting point of at most two arrows and end point of at 
most two arrows. 
(2) For a given arrow /?, there is at most one arrow ;J such that Pr $ I, and there is 
at most one arrow c( such that c$’ $1. 
For string algebras, the indecomposable modules are described with the aid of strings 
and bands. As a reference, use e.g. [2, Section 31. Because of this structure of the 
indecomposable modules it follows that string algebras have either finite or tame rep- 
resentation type. Since we will need the precise definition of string and band modules, 
we give a brief introduction into these notions. 
Let n = KP’/Z be the basic algebra of a string algebra. 
Given an arrow /? of 9 with starting point s(b) and end point e(/l), denote by fl-’ 
a formal inverse of /I?, with s(fl-‘)=e(fl), e(/P]) =s(/), and write (p-‘)-I =b. 
A word w is a sequence WI . . . w,, where wi is either an arrow or a formal inverse 
such that s(w,) =e(wi+r ) for 1 5 i 5 n - 1. Define s(w) =s(w,), e(w) = e(wr ) and 
w-’ = w-’ . . w-’ I * For each vertex u of 9 there exists an empty word 1, of length 
0 with ell,)=s(l,)=u and (lU)-’ = 1,. Denote the set of all words by “w; and the 
set of all non-empty words w with e(w) = s(w) by %G. In the following, Greek letters 
inside words always denote arrows. 
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2.1. Strings and bands 
Strings: Let wS be the equivalence relation on W such that w -$ w’ if and only if 
w = w’ or w-l = w’. Then strings are representatives w E W of the equivalence classes 
under -S with the following property: 
Either w= 1, or w=wi . ..w.,, where wi#w,Q: for 1 5 i < n - 1 and no subword 
of w or its formal inverse belongs to I. 
A string C = /?I . . Pn is called directed, C = Y;’ . . . y;’ is called inverse. 
Bands: Let w =wi ... w, E q. Then, for 0 5 i 5 n - 1, the ith rotation of w is 
defined to be the word pi(w)=wi+l ... W,WI .. ‘wi. 
Let -T be the equivalence relation on ~8; such that w -T w’ if and only if w = pi(W’) 
for some i or w-’ - pJw’> for some j. Then bands are representatives w E K of the 
equivalence classes under -T with the following property: 
w=w1 “‘W,, n > 1, with wi # w,;\ and w, # w;‘, such that w is not a power of a 
smaller word, and, for all positive integers m, no subword of w” or its formal inverse 
belongs to I. 
2.2. String and band modules 
String modules: Let C = wi . . . w,, be a string of length n and let & be the linear 
quiver 
!& = ” . . . . 2 
where .“. =.l. ifwi=/j is anarrow, and .“.=.J. if Wi = /J-’ is a formal inverse. 
Then the representation of & which assigns to each vertex as vector space the field 
K and to each arrow as map the identity map defines a /I-module. This module is 
called the string module M(C) corresponding to the string C. More precisely: 
Since M(C) has K-dimension (n-t 1) as K-vector space, let ~0,. . . ,z, be base vectors 
generating M(C). Then cpc : A + Mat(n + 1, K) which denotes the representation of n 
corresponding to M(C) is given as follows: 
Let cpc(u) = T, for vertices u of Z? and cpc(a) = T, for arrows c( of 9. 
Set v(i) = e(wi+l ) for 0 5 i 5 n - 1, v(n) =s(wn). Then 
zi--l if Wi = 95 
Tu . Zi = 
z, if u(i) = 24 
0 else 
and Tz.Zi= =i+l if wi+i =Kl. 
0 else 
In the following, the representation cpc is called the canonical representation corre- 
sponding to M(C). 
The string modules M( l,), u a vertex of 2 correspond bijectively to the isomorphism 
classes of the simple n-modules. 
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Band modules: Let B = w1 . . w, be a band of length IZ. We may assume that U’J is 
an arrow, by rotating and possibly inverting. Let 9;; be the circular quiver 
“V< 
such that . - . = . P . where the arrow points counterclockwise if Wi = /3 is an arrow, 
and the arrow points clockwise if wj = /F1 is a formal inverse. 
Let V,(A) be the m-dimensional indecomposable K[x,x-‘l-module such that x acts 
as the indecomposable Jordan matrix Jm(A), i E K \{O}. Then the representation f 9; 
which assigns to each vertex as vector space Km, to the arrow WI as map J&i.), and 
to all other arrows as map the identity map defines a A-module. This module is called 
the band module M(B, i,m) corresponding to the band B and V,(A). More precisely: 
Since M(B, jL,m) has K-dimension (II. m) as K-vector space, let 20.0,. ,zo,~_I, 
~I.O,.‘.,~l,m-l,...~~,-1,0,..., z,_~,,_I be base vectors generating M(B, 2,m). 
Then (PB, i. m : A --f Mat(n . m, K) which denotes the representation f A corresponding 
to M(B,I.,m) is given as follows: 
Let q~g,i.,~(u) = i$ for vertices u of 2 and ~s.j,.~~(r) = Ti for arrows a of 1. 
Set u(i) =e(w,+l) for 0 < i 5 n - 1. Then 
TL~,~zi,i~o<j5n~_, = (zLi)095m-I ifu(i)=u . - 
i 0 else 
and, for (i,cc)#(l,wr): 
i 
(zi-I,j)O<,I<m-I if M'i=X 
T; '(Zi,j)O<,j<m-I = (zi+l,j)O~,j~m-l if wi+t = CX-I 
0 else 
In the following, the representation (PB,;.,m is called the canonical representation cor- 
responding to M(B, L, m). 
Note: Every indecomposable A-module is isomorphic to either 
module. 
2.3. Auslander-Reiten components consisting of band modules 
a string or a band 
The almost split sequences involving band modules are the following: 
Let B be a band, jL E K \{ 0) and m a positive integer. 
O-+M(B,~k,m)-+M(B,I~,m - l)%M(B,i,m + l)+M(B,&m)-+O. 
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Especially, all band modules lie in l-tubes. The Auslander-Reiten component which 
contains M(B, A, m) consists of all modules M(B, 1, k), k > 1, where M(Z3, A,1 ) lies at 
the mouth of this component. 
2.4. String modules which are band modules and lie in l-tubes 
The string modules which lie at the mouths of l-tubes are exactly those correspond- 
ing to directed strings C, such that KC and Cy lie in I for all arrows tl and y, and, 
additionally, there exists an arrow /I with C/3-‘C is again a string. This follows from 
the description of the almost split sequences containing string modules and especially 
of those having an indecomposable middle term as given in [2, Section 31. Then all 
modules in the Auslander-Reiten component of M( C) are string modules corresponding 
to strings of the form (CD-‘)“-‘C, m a positive integer. 
These string modules can be interpreted as certain band modules with parameter 
J = 0, namely M((C/?-’ )m-* C) % M(/?C-‘, 2 = 0, m). The isomorphism can be estab- 
lished explicitly by using standard matrix calculations and the canonical representations 
corresponding to these modules as escribed in Section 2.2. 
In case 9 contains a subquiver of the form . 5 . and both string modules M(a) 
and M(P) lie in l-tubes, M((nB-‘)m-‘l)~M(B?lil,i=O,m) and M((jx-‘)“-‘/I)= 
M(/W’, 3, = co, m). Here M(Ba-*, 1. = oo, m) is isomorphic to M($i, iL = 0, m). 
Note: The number of l-tubes of the Auslander-Reiten quiver which consist of string 
modules is bounded by the number of arrows of 9. 
In the following, the string modules lying in l-tubes are regarded as band modules, 
and the parameter sets corresponding to these bands are extended accordingly. Thus if 
B is a band the corresponding parameter set Ka is either K \{O}, K, or K U {cm}. 
3. Automorphisms of string algebras - Operation on band modules 
Before we look at the possible operations of an arbitrary ring automorphism of a 
string algebra on the band modules, we first recall the result obtained for the string 
modules in [I]. There we have proven [ 1, Theorem 3.11: 
Theorem (#). Let A = KPpjI be a basic string algebra and let o be an autoequiva- 
lence of A-mod. Then there exists a quiver automorphism 4 of 9 which preserves I 
and can therefore be extended to a K-algebra automorphism of A such that 
for all indecomposable A-modules M which do not lie in l-tubes of the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver corresponding to A. 
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Note: Since every autoequivalence is additive and since A is basic, we can assume 
that 0 is a ring automorphism of A. 
Using this theorem we can describe all possible operations of ring automorphisms 
on the band modules as follows: 
Theorem 3.1. Let A, o and 4 be as in Theorem (#). Then there exists a field 
automorphism K of K, and for every band B there exists an automorphism pB of 
the projective line P’(K), which maps the parameter set KB of B onto itself, such 
that 
for all ,? E KB and all positive integers m. 
Note: For every automorphism p of P’(K) there exist a, b, c, d in K with ad - 
bc # 0 such that p(x)= (b + dx)/(a + cx) for all x EP’(K). If p fixes M E P’(K), 
then c = 0. If p fixes both cc and 0, then c = 0 and b = 0. Thus, for all bands B with 
Ks=K\{O), Ps(l)= cd for some o E K \{O}. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we use two basic results. The first result deals with 
the structure of arbitrary ring automorphisms of string algebras: 
Lemma 3.2. Let A = KZ?P/I be a basic string algebra and let o be an arbitrary ring 
automorphism of A. Then o can be written as a composition rs = KT where K is a 
suitable extension of a field automorphism of K and 5 is a K-algebra automorphism 
of A. 
Proof. If (T : A + A is a ring automorphism of A, then C]K : K + a(K) is an isomor- 
phism of fields. Since A is finite-dimensional over K and K is algebraically closed, it 
follows that a(K)=K. Thus K=& is a field automorphism of K. 
A is the quotient of the path algebra KF’ by some admissible ideal I generated by 
paths. Thus there exists a K-basis {al,, . . ,a,} of A, consisting of paths, such that the 
structure constants ptj are either 0 or 1, where $, is defined by 
ai . Uj = 
c Ptjak. 
k-l 
Therefore, IC(& ) = ptj for all i, j, k, and K can be extended to a ring automorphism 
ofA by 
r 
( ) 
I 
K c SiUi = c K(Si Jai, 
i=l i=l 
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where si E K. Then ~‘0 is a K-algebra automorphism, since a(rc-‘(s)) = K(K-I(s)) = s 
for all s E K. q 
Note: We have only used that all the structure constants pfj of ,4 are either 0 or 1. 
Thus, Lemma 3.2 is especially valid for any algebra which admits a multiplicative 
basis. 
Lemma 3.2 also shows that every field automorphism of K can be extended to a 
ring automorphism of A. 
The second basic fact we need is a connection between the string module M(B) and 
the band modules M(B, 41): 
Lemma 3.3. Let A= KP*/Z be a basic string algebra and let B be a band of 
length n. Then B can be chosen to have the form B = clB&‘. if the string mod- 
ule M(B) is $~=$ki as K-vector space, as in Section 2.2, then M(B, i, 1) g’(B)/ 
K(zo - J-G). 
Proof. The band B can be chosen to have the form B= CXB&‘, since B cannot be 
directed. Let qB and (PB,~, 1 be the canonical representations of M(B) and M(B, 1, l), 
respectively. Let 1, denote the identity matrix of rank s. 
If A = 
1 
0 
0 
--A : 
0 0 . . . 
Al I , then A-‘cpeA = 
1 e(a) 
0 
i- 0 
*. . .* 
CPB 
where Cps is the following representation of A: 
&([)=~,a-I([) for all arrows [#a, and @B(c~)=(PB~B-I(c~)+ 
0 
0 
... 
. . . . . . 
. 0 0 ... 
;1 0 ... 0 :) 0 0 
Thus by conjugating with the matrix 
D= 
0 In-1 
H---> 1 0 ’ 
we get D-‘&D = ~B,,I,I . 
Therefore, M(B, A,1 ) is the quotient module of M(B) as stated. 0 
Now we are able to prove Theorem 3.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Lemma 3.2, G is the composition of a field 
automorphism of K, say IC, and a K-algebra automorphism. 
Step 1: Operation of IC on band modules. 
Let B = c&p- be a band of length IZ, and let 1, E KB. Let (~0,. . . ,zn_l} be a K-basis 
of the band module M(B, rcW1(Jti), l), and let {?a,. . . ,iT,} be a K-basis of M(B, 1, I), as 
in Section 2.2. Since rc(M(B, A,1 )) can be identified with A4(B, A,1 ) as K-vector space, 
(50, . ., 2,} is also a K-basis of rc(M(B, 1,l)). Then JC(M(B, 3,, 1)) Z M(B, K-l(i), 1) 
by the isomorphism IZ : M(B, tie’(i), 1) + K-(M(B, A, 1)) with 
n-l 
c K(Si)ii for S, E K. 
i=O 
7c is certainly bijective and additive. Thus, to prove that 7~ is an isomorphism, we 
have to show that n(az) = Ic(a)x(z) for all a E A and all z EM(B, JC-‘(A), 1). Since 
this is true for a E K by definition and 7t is additive, we only have to show that 
rc(<r . . [lzi) = x([l . . [~)Tc(z;) for all paths [I . . . (, in 9 and i = 0,. . . ,n - 1. For this 
we have only to verify that rc(azt ) = K(~X)TT(Z~ ). But 7t(tlz, ) = rc(~-‘(A)za) = I&, and, 
on the other hand, IC(M)~C(Z, ) = &I = 120. 
Since k’ maps almost split sequences to almost split sequences, it follows that 
for every band B, 1, E KB and any positive integer m. 
Next we consider the quiver automorphism $J from the theorem. If 4(u) = G and 
&CI) = a” for all vertices u and all arrows a of 9, then for all bands B 
c#&V(B, R, m)) GM(8, %, m). 
Thus to prove the theorem it is enough to prove the following: 
(*) Let CJ be a K-algebra automorphism of /1 which operates trivially on the isomor- 
phism classes of all indecomposable n-modules which do not lie in l-tubes of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of A. Then for every band B there exists an automor- 
phism pi of P’(K) such that pe(K~) = KB and a(M(B,l,m)) EM(B, pa(k),m) 
for all I E KB and all positive integers m. 
Therefore, let G now be a K-algebra automorphism of /i which operates trivially on 
the isomorphism classes of all indecomposable n-modules which do not lie in l-tubes. 
Step 2: Proof of (*). 
Let B = ccoB~&’ be a band. 
First, we look at the case that the linear quiver & corresponding to B (see 
Section 2.2) does not contain any double sinks -+ +-. 
Consider the string module M(B) and denote it by M. Let M = $EaKzi as 
K-vector space, and let c?s be the corresponding canonical representation. Then e(M) 
can be identified with M as K-vector space, say a(M)= @&KZi, and the corre- 
sponding representation is given by a(qs), with o(cpa)(x)= qs(o(x)) for all xE /i. 
If S = Ky is a l-dimensional A-submodule of M, then y = ~0 - J..z,, for p, A E K, and 
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a(S) is also l-dimensional, Since CJ maps a morphism given by some matrix A : S -+ M 
to the morphism given by the same matrix A: a(S) + a(M), o(S) can be identified 
with the A-submodule KY of o(M) with y = @c - A..?,,. 
Since o(M) EM, we have an isomorphism 0 : o(M) --+ M. More precisely, 0 is an 
invertible matrix with Ocr(cp~)O-’ = (PB. Since 0 maps the socle of o(M) onto the 
socle of M, i.e. K& $ Kz”, onto Xz, $Kz,, 0 must be of the form 
with ad - bc # 0. 
Denote by SA the submodule K(zo-hz,) of sot(M). Then 0 maps a(S;,) = K(zl,-&) 
onto K((a + C~)ZO - (b + dl&)z,). 
By Lemma 3.3, M(B, 1,l) 2 M(B)/S),, and therefore cQ4(B, 3,,1)) g a(M(B))/a(&), 
and we have 
o(M(B, i, 1)) eM(B)/K((a + cl)zo - (b + dl)z,) 2 M(B, (b + d;l)/(a + CL), 1). 
Since G maps almost split sequences to almost split sequences, we also get that 
o(M(B, 1, m)) % M(B, (b + dA)/(a + c%), m) for all positive integers m. 
Thus (*) is proven in this case. 
Now, let B = aoB&’ be a band of length n such that the corresponding linear 
quiver 9~ has at least one double sink + c. Then KB = K \{O}. 
In this case we want to use the multi-pushout argument from the proof of 
Theorem (#) in [l]. To do so, regard B as a string and consider the string module 
M(B) = $y=, Kzi. Then the quiver 9~ can be written as 
where U, does not contain any double sinks -+ c for all v, and k > 2. 
Then soc(M(B)) = So @ S1 @. . . @SkwithS,=fii>, forO<vIk. 
Let Ti , . . . , Tk be the following submodules of M(B): T, = @&_,Kzj for 1 5 v 5 k. 
Thus soc(T,)=S,_i @S, for 1 5 v < k. 
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Then the string module M(B) is a multi-pushout of the multi-pushout diagram (MP). 
(MP) f 
where I Is.Ix and lv,v+~ are canonical embeddings. Denote also the canonical embedding 
of SO into TI by 10.1, and the canonical embedding of Sk into Tk by tk,k. 
Note: A multi-pushout of (MP) is a module X together with morphisms a,, : i”, --FX, 
such that I,,,,cI,, = r,,,V+~ ~x,,+t for all v, and the following universal property holds: Given 
(Y, yV) with yr : T,, + Y and I,,,~?~ = I,,,,,+ly,,+l for all v, then there exists a unique mor- 
phism [ :X ---f Y with cc,,[ = y,, for all v. If X exists, then X is unique up to isomor- 
phisms. 
If we now apply (I to this multi-pushout diagram (MP), then we get a multi-pushout 
diagram (oMP) with multi-pushout a(M(B)). In [l] we have proven that (MP) and 
(oMP) are equivalent where the equivalence-giving isomorphisms arise in the following 
way: 
Let P,,,~ = (T( I,,,,) and p,,_~.~ = C( r,_t,,,) for 1 i v I k, and let A,,,. = ( I,,_,,~, I ,,,,) and 
A,),,, = (pv_,,V, Pi,,,). Then there exist commutative diagrams 
0 - O(S,l_,) e3 a(S,) Az a(T,) - cokemel - 0 
0 * &-I @ S,. 4 7;, - cokemel --t 0 
where 19,,,,,_1, t9,,,, and 0, are isomorphisms. 
Then &,&:+t, V , is an automorphism of a(&) which is given by o,, E K\(O). 
Let now 
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for 1 5 v < k. 
Then 
Pv, L’& = 5 Y, 1’ 1 ,‘, 1’ 
and 
LI,“-1 b-1,” = PY-I,“% 
for 1 Fv<k. 
Now, let rs,k be the composition of the isomorphism rcs,k : SO -+ Sk, sending ziO = zo 
to zc =z,,, and rk,k. Thus 10,k = z0.k rk,k. Then the band module M(& 1,l) iS a multi- 
pushout of the extended iagram (XMP). 
Thus there exist morphisms By : T, -+ M(B, A,1 ), with z,,,~P~ = I ,,,” +llJv+l for 1 5 v 5 
k - 1, and zo,t/?t =kO,kflk, such that M(B,& l), together with the morphisms /?$,, is 
universal. 
Consider now the following compositions: 
to. 0 
CT(&) ---$ so 2 Sk 
and 
Since all involved morphisms 
follows that 
dnO,k)tk,k = dtO,OnO,k 
are isomorphisms, and SO and Sk are l-dimensional, it 
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for some d EK\{O}. Let now PO,~ = a(lo,~), then we get 
~~~O,k~k~~~~(~O,k)~k~~~~~O.k)Pk,k~k~~d(~O,k)~k,klk.k~d~~~0,0~0,k~k.k~~O,Od~~0,k~ 
Applying o to (XMP) and using the equivalence of (MP) and (oMP), we get an 
equivalence of the multi-pushout diagrams (XMP) and (oXMP). 
eL,) 
LI,“--I 
Au(T) z”‘sv-lyT > 
a(S )Y ” t,,, 
” 
s A-x/ v 
+ v 
Thus o(M(B, A, 1)) Z M(B, dl, 1) for all ,I E KB where d is independent of i. 
Since rr maps almost split sequences to almost split sequences, we also get that 
cr(M(B, 1, m)) g M(B, d2, m) for all positive integers m. 
Since KB =K\{O}, all possible PB have the form pi =WX for some ofK\{O}. 
Therefore, (*) is proven for arbitrary bands B, and thus the theorem is proved. 0 
Knowing the possible operations of ring automorphisms of string algebras, the ques- 
tion now is whether there really exist ring automorphisms of n which realize all these 
operations. In the following, we call a band B = WI . . . w, balanced, if for each arrow 
5 the number of wi’s with wi = [ is equal to the number of wj’s with wj = [-‘. First 
we look at each band separately. Here we prove the following: 
Proposition 3.4. Let A = KZF’/I be a basic string algebra. Let 4 be a quiver auto- 
morphism of 2 which preserves I, and let K be a ,field automorphism of K. Given a 
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non-balanced band B with parameter set KB and an automorphism pB of the projec- 
tive line P’(K), which maps KB onto itself there exists a ring automorphism oB of 
A such that 
ae(M(B, )b, m)> ” 4(M(B> pB(K(n>>, m)) 
for all 1 E KB and all positive integers m. 
If Bo is a balanced band, then only the trivial map p&, can occur in the operation of 
any ring automorphism of A. In other words: For any ring automorphism o of A there 
exists a quiver automorphism I$ of 2 which preserves I and a field automorphism K
of K such that 
for all L E KB~ and all positive integers m. 
Note: Balanced bands do really occur. For example, if A = KLT’P/I with 
then B = a/W’ 8-l is a balanced band. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. C#I induces a K-algebra automorphism and x induces a 
ring automorphism of A (see Lemma 3.2). Thus, for the proof of the first part of 
Proposition 3.4 it suffices to show that for every non-balanced band B and every ps 
there exists a K-algebra automorphism ZB of A with re(M(B, A, m)) “M(B,p~(il),m) 
for all 1 E KB and all positive integers m. If we have shown this, we can take as OB 
the composition OB = x-1 Z&J. 
For the second part of the proposition, it is also sufficient to show that for each 
balanced band Bo, every K-algebra automorphism (T which induces the trivial quiver 
automorphism 4, operates as o(M(Bo, 2, m)) % M(Bo, A, m) for all possible A and m. 
Since every ring automorphism of A maps almost split sequences to almost split 
sequences, we have only to look at the band modules with m = 1. 
First, let B be a non-balanced band. We look at the three possible cases for the 
parameter set KB to define the desired K-algebra automorphism ZB: 
Case 1: KB=KU{m}. 
This can only be the case for B = a/Y’ with a and p maximal strings, i.e. for all 
arrows y and 6 the paths ya, yb, a6 and PS lie in the ideal I. Note: In this case, B is 
always non-balanced. 
Let now pB(x) = (b + dx)/(a + CX) for all x E P’(K), for a, b, c, d in K with ad - 
bc # 0. 
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Then rB can be defined as follows: 
Q(U) = u, u a vertex in 9, 
ze( Z) = dn + bB, 
TB(P) = cc( + UP, 
rB([)=[, i:${a,fl} an arrow in 9. 
If we look at the canonical representation (PB,;.J , we see immediately that rs(M(B, A, 1)) 
Z’M(B,pe(A),l) for all AEK,. 
Case 2: KB=K. 
This happens for B = CY/?;’ . . . p;’ where s > 1 and PI . . ps is a maximal string, but, 
if s = 1, 2 is not maximal. Note: In this case, B is also always non-balanced. 
Let now pi = b + dx for all x E P’(K), for b, d in K with d # 0. 
Supposing 2 # pi for all i, we take as rg: 
TdU) = % u a vertex in 2, 
t&a) = da + b/h . . . /Js, 
zg([)=[, [#cc an arrow in 2. 
If N = pi0 for some is and appears k 2 1 times in pi.. ./Is, then cx = pi0 = pzio = 
...=/&,, and, if k>l, fls=piO_l. Let now either r=d, if bs#/3i,_i, or, else let 
r* = d; and let either t = 6, if flF # pi,,- 1, or else let rt = b. Then rB can be defined as 
follows: 
Q(U) = a, u a vertex in 2, 
r~(c() = ru + t/II . . . fis, 
t5(Pio-l)=rr-‘Bio-I, 
re(c) = [, [ $2 {c(,pio-]} an arrow in 3. 
In either of these two possibilities we get ZB(M(B, A, 1)) 2 M(B, ps(%), 1) for all i E KB. 
Cuse 3: KB = K\(O). 
This is the case for all remaining non-balanced bands B = ctBl /I-‘. So let ps(x) = dx 
for some non-zero d E K. 
If B = w1 . . . w,, let y be an arrow such that the number, s, of wi’s with wi = y is 
different from the number, t, of wj’s with wj = B-’ Let r E K with rs--f = d, then we 
can define rg as follows: 
Q(U) = % 2.4 a vertex in 9, 
SE(Y) = ry, 
~~(5) = [, I# y an arrow in 3. 
Then ZB(M(B, i, 1)) EM(B, ps(A), 1) for all i, E Kg. 
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For the second part of the proof of Proposition 3.4, let now Bo = crB* ,!-I be balanced, 
and let cr be an arbitrary K-algebra automorphism of A such that the corresponding 
quiver automorphism C$ is trivial. We have to show that o(M(Bo, A,1 )) Z M(Bo, 1,l) 
for all 1 E KB. 
To do so, we examine more closely the structure of 0. Since A = KZ?“p/Z, A has a 
K-basis consisting of directed strings. Given any arrow [ of 9, we have 
c 
c 
a(i) = q5 + ai,T. 
T # : directed string 
C#J is trivial, thus ai # 0. Since there exists an i with 5’ = 0, it follows that ai, = 0 for 
all vertices 24 of 9. 
To find the isomorphism class of o(M(Bo, A,1 )), we have to find an invertible matrix 
0 with O-‘O(~~~,~~J)@ = (PB,,~,J, where p has to be determined. Thus we have for all 
arrows [ 
4n?o,i.,l)(o@ = @%,,p,l(O 
Let now 0 = (t?i,j). TO find p, we consider subwords of Bo of the form y-‘{i . . . [sS-’ 
or of the form 24;’ . . .t;‘v, where il . . . [, and [i . . . & are directed. Let Bo = c~B,p-’ 
=w1 “‘Iv,. 
First, we consider the case: wi . . . wi+s+l = ~~‘(1 . . . TJ-‘, where we set wa = wn. 
Ifs>1 then the (i+s-1)th row of o(qBO,j.,i)([s) has the form (0 ,..., O,ac,,O ,..., 0), 
where at is at the (i + s)th position. Thus we get as condition for 0: 
a;$ ei+s,i+s = oi+s- l,i+s- 1. 
The (i+s-2)th row of o(cps,,~~)([,_~) has the form (0 ,..., O,a~z_,,a~~~L,O ,..., 0), 
where acy_, is at the (i + s - 1)th position. Therefore, we get 
q_,~i+,-l,i+s-l + Q&:~~~,y~i+s,i+s-l = ei+s-2,i+s--2. 
Since either 6 # [,_ 1 or [, # is-i, it follows that Q;+s,i+,y_i = 0. Thus, we have 
q-, ei+s-l,i+s-l = di+s-2,i+s--2. 
Similarly, we get 
a[,_,&-/,i+s-l = 0. r+s-l-l,i+s-l-l 
for all 2 < 1 5 s - 2. 
If i # 0, we also have ai, t)i+~,~+l = 8i,i. For i = 0 we get kz&i = ,u&o. 
Next, we consider the case: wj . . . wj+,+l = ~5;’ . . . <r’v, where we set w,+i = WI. 
Similarly to the first case, it follows that 
Q_,Qj+/,j+/ = ~j+/+l,j+l+l 
forallOIl<r-1. 
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If we now set a, = ay, if wi = c, and a,,,, = a[‘, if w, = i-‘, then we get the following 
conditions for Bi, 1 :
U,0i,iZ8i_i,i_i, 2 < i 5 n - 1, 
Thus we get the following condition for FL: 
pO0,o = Au,, &,I = Aa,, aw2 192~ = . . . = Au,, . . . a,, OO,O. 
Since B. is balanced, it follows that a,,,, . . . a, = 1. Thus we get p = 1, and therefore, 
the isomorphism class of a(M(Bo, A,1 )) is the isomorphism class of M(&, 1,l). 
Therefore, the proposition is proved. 0 
Proposition 3.4 shows that, if we look at each non-balanced band B separately, then 
every possible ps occurs in the operation of some ring automorphism og. Additionally, 
if Bo is balanced, then only the trivial map ~~~ can be realized by any ring automor- 
phism of A. Therefore, we want now to examine, what happens if we consider all 
bands B simultaneously. More precisely, we have only to consider all non-balanced 
bands B simultaneously. 
The following example shows that in this situation it can happen that not every 
choice of the maps pi occurs in the operation of a single ring automorphism of A. 
Because of Lemma 3.2 we can restrict ourselves to K-algebra automorphisms. 
Example 3.5. Let n = KP’/I with 
2=u c .3 P9 I = [@J,p, a/3, flu]. 
Thus { l,a,/?,a*} is a K-basis of A. Note: Only the trivial quiver automorphism of Z! 
preserves I.
We have as bands up-‘, p(cr-’ )* and combinations of these such as c$‘cx*~~-‘. In 
particular, all bands are non-balanced. 
Let now v be a K-algebra automorphism of A. Then 
o(l)= 1, 
c$tL) = al + a2cr + a3b + adz*, 
o(p) = b, + bzct + b$ + bqz*, 
o(a2) =(a@))? 
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Using that o(a3) = 0 = o(p2), we get that aI = 0 = br = b2 and u2 # 0. Thus, 
a(l)= 1, 
a(P) = hB + ha2, 
0(x2) = u:cc2. 
Since d is an automorphism, it follows that 63 # 0. 
Let us now consider the three bands B1 = c@-‘, BZ = /?(M-’ )2 and B3 = G$-‘M*/?-‘. 
Then the corresponding parameter sets are KB, = K, KB~ = K and KB, = K\(O). 
If we choose pi, (x) = c + dx and pi, = e + fx with df # 0, then it follows, 
by looking at the operation of cr on M(Bi, I*, 1) and on M(B,,& l), that a3 = cb3, 
a2 = db3, 64 = eaz and b3 = f ai. Therefore, we get a2 = lldj’, a3 = c/d2f, b3 = l/d2f 
and b4 = eld2f *. 
Considering Bar it follows that o(M(B3, i,, 1)) ” M(B3, (d/f ),I, 1). Thus pBj cannot 
be chosen independently of ps, and pBZ, but pB3 has to be ps,(x) = (d/f )x. 
The example shows that for certain A there exist choices of pa, which can be realized 
separately, but which cannot be realized simultaneously as the operation of any ring 
automorphism of /1. However, if n is domestic, the situation is different. In this case, 
we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.6. Let A= K2?‘P/I be a domestic basic string ulgebra. Then every band 
is non-balanced. Let 4 be a quiver automorphism of 2? which preserves I, and let K 
be a field automorphism of K. Given for each band B an uutomorphism pi of P’(K) 
which maps KS onto itself, there exists a ring automorphism rs of A such that for all 
bands B simultaneously 
for all 1 E KB and all positive integers m. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.4 we have only to show the existence of cr in 
the case that $J and K are trivial. 
Note that a string algebra is domestic if and only if there are only finitely many 
bands. If we write each band B as B = (xBBo&‘, then this is equivalent to: 
(+) For each arrow ~1, there is at most one band B with clg = G( [6, Proposition 21. 
In the following, we will use the phrase “occurs in a band B” for “is a subword of 
some word in the equivalence class of B under wr”. 
First, we show the following: 
(0) Given a band B = ~l&,ljg’, then either c(s or pe occurs only once in B. 
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Proof. Assume clg occurs at least twice in B. If B = a&‘oa&20&‘, then C = CL&~&’ 
is a new band with B +, C, which is a contradiction to (i). 
In case that B = x~D’~c(~‘D~~&‘, lj~ can only occur once in B. Otherwise, if /IB 
occurs twice in B, then there are three cases to consider: If B = a~E’o&‘E20/3~‘, 
then E = r~E’o&’ is a new band with E $I B. If B= XBD”/?BD’~C(B’D~~&‘, then 
c(gDu’ljg’ is a new band, and if B = r~D’~a~‘D~‘p~D&‘, then x~D,‘rg’fl~D22&’ 
is a new band. All these cases provide contradictions to (+). 
Thus (0) follows, and, in particular, every band B is non-balanced. 
Looking at the given K-algebra automorphisms TB in the first part of the proof 
of Proposition 3.4, we see that we have only to show that we can write each band 
B = ctBBO&’ in the following way: rB occurs only once in B and, additionally, XB does 
not occur in any other band. If KB = K U {m}, we have also to show that flB does not 
occur in any other band than B. 
We prove in three steps that this is indeed possible. 
Step 1: B=zBP~’ and KB=KU{~}. 
Then c(B and pa are maximal strings, i.e. for all arrows y and 6, yaB, >lfle, a& and 
p& are in I. Thus, it is not possible that ag or pa occur in any other band than c(B&‘. 
Step 2: B=~(~/j,;‘...fl;‘&’ and KB=K. 
Suppose MB occurs twice in B. Then there exists an io with ag = &. But then 
C = &;,,f, . @&,‘, . . . flr’&’ is a new band with C $, B, which is a contra- 
diction to (+). Thus c(B occurs only once in B. 
Now suppose that %B occurs in some other band E. Then, because of (+), there must 
exist y such that YMB occurs in E. Thus, we can find a word E’ in the equivalence 
class of E under wr with E’ = c(BEo;~. Therefore, XBEOYIXBP,; . . . fl;’ &’ is a new band 
which is not equivalent to B. (Note: a&ol;a~ is a subword of (E’)2, and E’ is a band.) 
Thus, we get a contradiction to (+), which means that XB does not occur in any other 
band. 
Step 3: B = ~lgB0/3;’ and KS = K\(O). 
Because of (O), we know that either c(B or ba occurs only once in B. 
If za occurs twice in B, then B= ~~C’OZ;‘~-‘CZO&‘. In this case flB does not 
occur in any other band. Otherwise, there exists 7 # p such that yp~ occurs in some 
other band E. Consider E’ N r E with E’ = /lsEoy, then D = TX~C’O~B’PBEOY~-‘C~OPB’ 
is a new band with D $, B, which is a contradiction to (+). 
Now, we consider the case that both xg and /?e occur only once in B. In this case 
either 35 or fin does not occur in any other band. Otherwise, zg occurs in another band 
E, and jB occurs in another band F. Then, because of (+), there must exist 7 and 6 
such that yaB occurs in E and 6gB occurs in F. Note that ;’ # 6, since otherwise ~CXB and 
~PB do not lie in 1 which is a contradiction to n being a string algebra. We can find a 
word E’ mr E of the form E’ = ~LYBEO~, and we can write F as F = c+F’dfi~F~&‘. Thus, 
rFF’ 6; -‘E,-‘c~,‘~~F~,!$ -’ is a band which is different from F. This is a contradiction 
to (+>. 
Thus B = XBBO&’ can be written in such a way that %(B occurs only once in B, and 
rg does not occur in any other band. 
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Therefore, the theorem is proved. 0 
As a consequence, if LI is a domestic string algebra, we have a complete descrip- 
tion of the simultaneous action of every ring automorphism on all finitely generated 
A-modules. 
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